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Biographical Note:
Fred Oliver attended the University of Cincinnati from 1960-1965. During those years, Oliver worked as a co-op student at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base where he learned about electric thrusters for satellites. After graduating with a B.S. in Aerospace Engineering in 1965, Oliver joined what was then the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory in its Space Technology Branch. He managed contracts and conducted in-house work in the field of space maintenance before moving on to orbital structures. During this period, Oliver managed two of the Department of Defense’s extravehicular space experiments aboard Gemini and Skylab. Neither experiment was carried out due to the difficulty of conducting them while wearing space suits, and due to the Air Forces’ changing role in space which emphasized the use of satellites versus humans for information gathering. The hardware for one of the experiments, a space power tool for Gemini experiment D-016, is on display for viewing at the National Museum of the United States Air Force.

Scope and Content
Assembled by Fred Oliver, the collection on the U.S. Space Program consists of color 8” x 10” glossy photographs, many of which were produced by NASA, and magazine articles primarily from Aviation Week and Technology. The collection spans the Gemini and Apollo programs from the late 1960s to early 1970s. Included are photos of crew members, shuttle launches, and astronauts at work in space. Of note are two photographs signed by crew members from Apollo 11 and Apollo 12. Also included is a print set of “The Space Shuttle Missions” produced by Rockwell International in the early 1980s.
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